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Antitrust Issues Scuttled Aon-WTW Combo.
What Comes Next?
Regulators cited the elimination of competition in filing a civil lawsuit to halt
the union of Aon and Willis Towers Watson. As significant consolidation occurs
across the financial services industry, some wonder whether similar issues
could arise again.
By Beth Braverman
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Though Aon and Willis Towers Watson (WTW) called o! their proposed union after the
Department of Justice (DOJ) raised antitrust concerns, experts say merger and
acquisition (M&A) activity in the "nancial services industry appears poised to continue,
especially among middle-market companies.

While the two "rms managed to secure approval for the deal from the European
Commission, the DOJ had "led a civil lawsuit—the "rst of its kind under the Biden
administration—opposing Aon’s proposed $30 billion acquisition of WTW on antitrust
grounds.

The suit argued that the deal would lessen competition across "ve markets: actuarial
services for single-employer de"ned bene"t (DB) pension plans; the operation of private
multicarrier retiree exchanges; health bene"ts brokering for large customers; property,
casualty and "nancial risk brokering; and reinsurance brokering. The combined "rm
would have enjoyed more than a 40% market share in each of those markets, according
to the lawsuit.

The DOJ concerns centered on the elimination of competition between Aon and WTW
that could hurt innovation and adversely impact customers, says William Kovacic,
former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and a professor of law and
policy at George Washington University Law School.

“The fear was that the two "rms in selected insurance markets competed against each
other, and the merger would have extinguished that rivalry with adverse e!ects on
pricing and quality,” Kovacic says. “This is a concern that’s ascended in prominence in
recent years and that has been underscored by new leadership at the FTC, by Congress
and by the president.”

A Biden Priority
President Joe Biden in July issued an executive order endorsing a whole-of-government
e!ort to promote competition in the American economy, encouraging antitrust agencies
to vigorously enforce antitrust laws.

Given the likelihood that the administration would be willing to "ght a protracted legal
battle, Aon and WTW decided to call o! the deal in July, rather than spend months
battling the Department of Justice in court. In the end, it’s unclear which side would have
won.

“The delay [caused by a court battle] is a real consideration,” Kovacic says. “In this
instance, they’d probably be thinking that they wouldn’t have an answer for perhaps a
year, and they didn’t want to wait.”

Aon and Willis had argued that their combined business would accelerate innovation
within the aforementioned markets and lead to more competition, but Kovacic says
regulators zeroed in on this deal due to the size and market domination of the players,
who represented the second- and third-largest insurers in the markets (after Marsh
McLennan, which owns Mercer).

Given the administration’s stance, Kovacic says deals of a similar magnitude will likely
face more scrutiny going forward.

“Bigger deals are going to get a closer look,” he says. “The regulators are going to say
more about what they think is an unacceptable level of concentration. Aon–Willis is a
good example of the type of transaction that the Department of Justice will examine
much more carefully and in a more demanding way going forward.”

Doug Melamed, a professor at Stanford Law School and former acting chief of the DOJ’s
antitrust division, has a similar outlook for large deals.

“Clearly, we are looking at an administration—including both the Justice Department
and the FTC—that is going to be more aggressive than its predecessors have been,” he
explains. “And by predecessors, I mean going all the way back to the Clinton
administration.”

While this failed deal could discourage some other large mergers, Kovacic says, others
may go forward, prepared to take their case to court.

“There are some companies that will not walk away when they’re sued,” he says. “They
will say, ‘We think [the Department of Justice] is wrong, and we’ll see what a federal
judge has to say.’ You need a couple of those decisions to form a more reliable idea of
where the boundaries are.”

The Federal Trade Commission announced in August that it’s so behind on its required
reviews of deals worth more than $92 million, it wanted to remind companies that its
failure to immediately challenge potential deals was not an “approval” or “clearance.”
The agency said companies that moved forward with deals without getting approval are
“doing so at their own risk” and the agency could take further action.

Smaller Deals Likely to Continue
While the size of this deal caught regulators’ attention, experts say the smaller deals that
have been a prominent feature of the M&A landscape for the past decade appear set to
continue.

“It’s very likely you’ll see more mergers,” says R.J. Lehmann, a senior fellow at the think
tank International Center for Law & Economics. “There’s a lot of money moving around
in the system and interest rates remain low. M&A is still very hot.”

M&A activity in the retirement advisory space has reached record levels in each of the
past three years, and there were 22 transactions in the "rst quarter of 2021 alone,
according to a recent report by Wise Rhino Group.

Much of that activity has taken place in the middle market, and it is doubtful that the
Justice Department will interfere with such deals, sources say.

“A merger of smaller "rms could well be pro-competitive, because they’re not likely to
become monopolies,” Melamed says. “They’re trying to achieve economies of scale and
bring together assets. It’s less likely to be motivated by a quest for market power.”

The number of small players in the insurance industry means that there’s plenty of
room for continued consolidation among the smaller "rms—and acquisitions of the
smaller "rms by bigger ones, he adds.

“For the past 20 or 30 years, companies like Gallagher, Aon and Marsh have been
scooping up the smaller brokerage operations for years, and that doesn’t look like it’s
going to slow down at all,” says J. Paul Newsome Jr., managing director, equity research,
at Piper Sandler. “If you’re talking about selling insurance to the dry cleaner on the
corner, there are thousands and thousands of possible people that could sell that
product.”

Tech, Economics and Demographics
Meyer Shields, an analyst with Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, says the need for economies of
scale to compete—especially as technology becomes even more vital to success—will
continue to drive M&A activity among smaller players throughout the "nancial services
industry and adjacent sectors, such as insurance and bene"ts consulting. The number
of retirement plan recordkeepers, for example, has fallen by more than half over the
past decade, and asset managers are also quickly rolling up their businesses.

In addition to technology needs, demographics are also factoring into the trend, as Baby
Boomer business owners consider their next move, Shields says.

“Some of those independent shops are starting to consider ownership succession,
particularly now ahead of higher capital gains taxes,” Shields says. “There’s just so much
opportunity and likelihood for continued consolidation right now that most of the world
will look exactly like it did before the [Aon–WTW] deal was announced.”

Other sources agree that the failed Aon–WTW deal may have little immediate impact on
the bene"ts and insurance consulting industry.

“The main thing is that if you have a relationship currently with Aon or Willis, it’s not
going to be disrupted,” Lehmann says. “Alternatively, if the deal had gone through, some
accounts might have been shed, due to con#icts of interest. If you were dealing with
them before, you’re probably happy you don’t have to concern yourself with a change
now.”
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We Nailed That RFP Response! (Didn’t We?)
Wouldn’t you love to be a fly on the wall at the plan sponsor defined
contribution committee meeting where members discuss request for proposals
responses?
By Eric Dyson, executive director of RFP 401k Advisor, for PLANADVISER.com
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Wouldn’t you love to be a #y on the wall at the plan sponsor de"ned contribution (DC)
committee meeting where members discuss request for proposals (RFP) responses and
decide who gets invited for "nal presentations? Or, likewise, for the same committee, as
its members deliberate once "nal presentations are complete? Here’s the inside track to
what happens during those conversations.

One of the most common misses by advisers is using one answer in a variety of possible
RFP questions: “We’ll customize a solution to "t your needs.” While it appears to send a
message of broad capabilities, great service and #exibility, it is entirely too vague. The
committee reads this response and sees nothing more than a lump of clay. Its members
understand nothing more about you than they did before reading the RFP response.

In our experience, to better communicate your unique capabilities, you need to do two
things. First, provide a case study example and, second, provide a proposed starting
point for your solution. A case study with results and hard numbers makes your
potential solution more of a reality.

Here is an example: “For a client similar to yours, 65% of participants that attended our
education session increased deferral rates by at least 1%.” Then follow your case study
with a potential starting point for your solution. Example: “We would propose beginning
with a survey to evaluate how many employees are using the current wellness program.
After this survey, etc.” Bring your solution to life!

The committee will notice the degree to which you customize your RFP response. Your
submission needs to be a personalized response, not just a simple copy and paste from
your RFP answer bank. A custom cover letter is not enough. The degree to which the
plan sponsor feels you are responding speci"cally to its RFP does make a di!erence. The
team will notice it and will also discuss it.

The organization and readability of your response is also critical. As you write the RFP
response, you may take it for granted that you know how to locate all your references,
tabs, exhibits, illustrations and appendices. The same may not be true for the person
who will read it for the "rst time, and that person may also misunderstand ambiguous
or unclear responses. While it may be time-consuming, a peer review is well worth the
additional time and e!ort, if only to double check organization and readability.

And the peer review will serve a second purpose. Almost every plan sponsor will have
one or two committee members who notice every typographical error. A typographical
error is viewed in most cases as a lack of attention to detail, which could then be
extended to imply a potential lack of attention to detail in Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA) "duciary duties.

People also notice professional printing and graphics. If your RFP submission or "nal
package looks like it was prepared using only basic word processing skills and possibly
an inkjet printer, then the plan sponsor will take notice. Whether a hard copy or
electronic submission, make sure it looks professional. If your "rm is not large enough
to have its own in-house marketing and graphics support, you might need to come up
with a way to make sure you don’t look “too small” because of your print graphics and
marketing material.

Finally, most RFPs will include a question that you should welcome: “What di!erentiates
your "rm from your competition?”

But so many advisers drop the ball here. It is critical that your answer actually
“di!erentiates” and makes you look unique. If your answer to this question is something
anyone else could use, then you need to change it. Example of a poor response: “What
makes us di!erent is our people and our commitment to service.” Anyone could give
this answer. If you use this response, you are no di!erent than anyone else. If you want
a plan sponsor to notice you as “di!erent,” then the answer to this question needs to be
uniquely yours.

 

Editors note:

Eric Dyson is the executive director of RFP 401k Advisor and acts as an independent search
consultant for plan sponsors.

This feature is to provide general information only, does not constitute legal or tax advice and
cannot be used or substituted for legal or tax advice. Any opinions of the author do not
necessarily re!ect the stance of Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. (ISS) or its a"liates.
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